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Google Data Fueling New Polycom Strategy 

Editorial note: It’s April 1. Very little happened today.

In a surprise move, Polycom has decided to partner 
with Google while it follows the example of Apple, 
Microsoft, Google, Starbucks, and the Honey Baked 
Ham Company and open its own chain of retail 
outlets, focusing first on North America, Brazil, China, 
and Western Europe.  Polycom will combine a unique 
People+Content algorithm with Google data gathered 
during Google’s notorious Street View effort (that got 
Google into trouble for grabbing end user private data). 
Drawing on People+Content and Google regional data 
to assess ratios of users to devices, Polycom will place 
its stores in high-end shopping malls or as kiosks within 
Costco SuperStores, as well as in urban centers.  The 
stores will enable customers to experience firsthand 
RealPresence, to test out the latest RMX devices, UC 
Board, and mobile apps, and to practice setting up 
streaming / recording servers.  In addition, customers 
will be able to have all their questions answered by 

certified video engineers at “the Presence bar” and 
to buy clever leather accessories for their room and 
personal video systems.     

What Andrew and Alan think: Remember, Google 
got into some trouble for gathering data many of us 
try to keep private.  So Google is the one to watch 
here — can it continue to monetize its data or will it 
turn on erstwhile partner / frenemy Polycom and make 
Chromebooks competitive to Polycom endpoints?  And 
let’s watch Polycom too, which is drawing upon Google’s 
corrupt data (apology and legal settlement from Google 
notwithstanding).  If Polycom wants good data they 
should talk to some research firm somewhere.  There’s got 
to be one out there somewhere.  And: Where’s Cisco?  OK 
so we was and is wrong so far about their video business 
being sold to AT&T or spun off.  But if ever there was a 
play for Jabber in stores, this is it. 

Google Street View Data Gathering Device, Sao Paolo Shamu Protesting Google Street View
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WR Study Leads to New 
White Glove Service — 
W-GRIN-WT: Citrix, Dolby, Microsoft, 
Steelcase, Steljes Business Services, and 
SMART Technologies Partner on Mental 
Health Issues 
 

Grim!  That’s the word 
from the European Union 
(EU) Online Psychiatric 
Association as it presented 
in Belarus the results today 
of a study conducted by 
Wainhouse Research.  The 
professional association of 
shrinks and therapists asked 

WR to survey 400 users of all kinds of things in Finland 
in January. We discovered that 9 out of 10 respondents 
feel that self-serve collaboration technologies leave 
something to be desired and “are depressing.”  (The 
remaining 1 in 10 respondents feel it more important to 
be depressed about their Nokia stock or to ice fish and 
only communicated with our research team via satellite.)  
And 8 out of 10 feel that the solution to the grim human 
factors designs traditional to the industry would be 
psychiatric support during sessions.  But other factors are 
involved, as one respondent put it (translated here into 
English): “It’s not the technology! It’s that nobody smiles!  
And they stare at a screen while the webcam is located 
up their chimneys, with bad lutefisk recipes stinking the 
room when mine are so much better!”   Hence the new 
service: White-Glove Reserved Interactive Networking — 
With Therapy.  W-GRIN-WT!  
 

Finnish Survey Respondents Relaxing After a Stressful Satellite Call

Meeting Participants Needing a Tickle and W-GRIN-WT

More Meeting Participants Discussing their Grumpies

Zombies May Have Determined How to Join W-GRIN-WT Based on 
Ease of Use and New Mobile Tech

What WR thinks: A first, the entire WR team gets behind 
W-GRIN-WT!  We all agree!  The unique combination of 
High-Def sessions, sweet encoding / decoding, spatial 
audio, Lync support, business furniture, whiteboards and 
resellers – along with a paid psychiatric consultant – goes 
beyond anything the translation and closed captioning 
services and group system vendors have provided to the 
industry thus far. Citrix, Dolby, Microsoft, Steelcase, 
Steljes Business Services, and SMART Technologies 
may be partnering simply because it can get lonely 

European Psychiatric
Association
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Not surprisingly, 
the thumbnail 
device is very 
easy to misplace, 
so Apple is 
providing a Find 
My Thumbnail 
app for messy 
end users.

collaborating with people not smiling!  With the zombie 
apocalypse well underway, based on the presence of 
zombies everywhere one looks, such services will be 
well placed to support depressed people just before 
their homes and offices are invaded.  Stay tuned to our 
white paper on the topic!  The only caveat: if the zombies 
catch onto the technology with headsets provided by 
one of you reading this newsletter, run with your mobile 
collaboration app!  They can hear the fans and hum of 
PC’s and Macs and hardware codecs but another WR 
study shows that they fail to notice smartphones and 
tablets based on LOH (lack of hum).

News in Brief
• After last year’s announcement of GoToTouch 

HDHands Release 1.0, Citrix realized it needed 
a software service that would remind people to 
keep their hands to themselves.  Hence as it today 
announces GoToTouch HDHands Release 2.0, which 
provides up to 2,800 simultaneous users with true 
GoToTouch functionality, it also has introduced 
GoToHecking, the new social media service that puts 
people in their place.  Podio is right behind, expected 
to integrate GoToHecking as a means of putting apps 
in their place.

• You read it here first: Sonic Foundry announced that 
it is breaking out of the lecture capture and streaming 
space with a new server that provides buffet 
meals during webcasts and allows you to manage 
those meals via epicurious.com.  (WR believes this 
technology is being OEM’d in partnership with 
epicurious and a food service out of North Korea, so 
be sure to utilize tasters.)  Echo360 announced that 
it is using the money it got from Steve Case and his 
team to throw a big party.  This may be a response to 
the Mediasite-Epicurious announcement.  Qumu and 
Vudu announced a merger: Qumu-Vudu.  LifeSize 
and Logitech appear to be talking again, but only via 
audio conferencing services.  Blackboard announced 
that it too has a whiteboard and is changing its name 
to Black&WhiteBoard, with the hardware apparently 
OEM’d from Promethean.  SMART got mad and 
partnered with Twitter and finally figured out how 
to break out of education and corporate markets 
and reach consumers.  Expect a whiteboard on every 
smartphone and PC. Finally!

• Apple announced Apple Display — a device the 
size of your thumbnail meant to integrate and bend 
the TV, iPad, iPhone, monitor, microwave, home 
heating system, and car into one iEnvironment.  The 
environment reportedly will have its own operating 
system (oOS), support bendable iPhones in an 
upcoming hardware 
release, and start 
at $99,100 for a 1 
terabyte version 
and $108,000 for a 
2 terabyte version.  
Not surprisingly, the 
thumbnail device 
is very easy to 
misplace, so Apple is 
providing a Find My 
Thumbnail app for 
messy end users. 

• An independent 
consultant who 
shall go unnamed 
— long known as an 
industry evangelist 
— has produced 
a $62,000 study regarding latency and bitrate 
deterioration and its impact on mood disorders.  
You can buy it.  The study shows that latency of 
greater than 5 seconds leads to sadness.  If it builds 
to 12 seconds, routers become especially depressed 
and re-route traffic based on WPC (Worst-Possible-

Supposed future bendable iPhone according to MacRumors or 
somebody
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Correction) algorithms instead of error-correcting-
and checking (ECC) algorithms.  A new reverse bit 
ordering algorithm called ZAN-X is said to improve 
performance. The consultant was quoted as saying 
“..every little bit helps.”  To order the study you must 
offer proof of DRD (Depressed Router Disorder).   (At 
this writing WR believes there is actually no cure for 
DRD.)

• Back in the U.S.A., a bipartisan committee of U.S. 
Senators has filed a new bill to reduce the federal 
government deficit and to balance the budget.  
Republicans support the proposed solution because 
the new plan does not require tax rate increases 
to rich people who are particular about their non-
Apple technologies; Democrats are in favor because 
the plan involves no spending cuts.  Instead, the 
plan imposes a one half of one cent charge on each 
posting on Facebook and on each Tweet.  According 
to the Congressional Budget Office, this would raise 
over $1 billion each week for the federal government.  
The legislation will be voted on by the House and 
Senate later this month, and if approved, will be 
retroactive to January 1, 2012.

Upcoming WR Speaking Appearances & Events

When & Where Who & What

Ongoing 
through 2013

Southwest Airlines LUV TV (inflight, possible 
option to Lufthansa, MSNBC Overnight, BBC 
World Service, and via Netflix) — 

Derek Abrams: C2C Video: Beyond 
Chatroulette, Let me Give You Skype Lessons 

Stacy Austin-Li: Ni chi guo le ma: How to 
Build Wealth By Using Network Marketing to 
Sell Conferencing in China

Marc Beattie: You Too Can Squeeze Extra 
Collaboration Dollars Through Marrying 
Time Management with UC&C 

Andrew W. Davis: WebRTC in Flight: 
Browser Wars on Flights Over Three Hours

Alan D. Greenberg: How To Get More 
Frequent Flyer Miles through In-Flight 
Online Learning While Bartering for Free 
Wi-Fi 

Bill Haskins: Using Lync to Make Your 
Airport Connections, Bag Transfers and All

Andy Nilssen, Web Conferencing in Flight: 
The Case for Earbuds, Buddy 

Steve Vonder Haar: Can’t Afford the Fare? 
Take One Segment, then Stream the Rest

Ira M. Weinstein: Get Ready! Wi-Fi Robotic 
PTZ Cameras Will Improve In-Flight Service 
— But Turn off Your Own Electronic Devices 
During Takeoff and Landing 

28 November, 
2013 

Washington, D.C., U.S. White House, 
National Medal of Honor to Wainhouse 
Research for our Top Secret, Clearance G82-
Eureka Initiative.  If we tell you what it is, 
we’ll have to, you know....
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